
Year 10 - Thursday 19 and Friday 20 Sept 
Learning at home in preparation for learning at Silverstream Retreat next week - Monday 23 - Friday 27 September 

 
10AH 

Subject Learning Resources 

English Finish reading response on Slide the Corner / I’m not Esther. Books. 

Maths Khan Academy activities on geometry. Log on to your Khan Academy account 
and complete assigned activities. 

Science Finish ‘Force, Mass, Motion’ & ‘Human circulatory system’ 
workbooks.  

Workbooks handed out Wednesday for 
students to take home. Check Google 
Classroom as well. 

 
10LY 

Subject Learning Resources 

English 1) Check your English Google Classroom for information from 
your English teacher. They will communicate with you here. 
2) Decide/ finalise your speech topic. Plan using template 
provided at Lane Park (you can still plan the speech if you don’t 
have a template). Research your topic if necessary. Begin 

Google classroom. 
Resources from Lane Park. 



writing your speech. Include techniques from activities at Lane 
Park and what you have seen on the exemplars. Please share a 
Google Doc of your speech with your teacher. Your speech 
needs to be 3 minutes long or 6 minutes in a pair.  
2) Work on any reading responses that you need to complete 
including reading a novel if you need to. 
Your English teacher will have told you which ones you need to 
complete. If required- teachers will share articles with you to use 
for the responses.  

Social Studies Prepare for your assessment next week by practising a concept 
map.  

Concept map practice instructions 
attached as a separate document. 

Maths You will have answered the end of topic measurement test on 
Wednesday 18th September at Lane Park. 
Revision for your NCEA Measurement Achievement Standard 
1.5 test in the last two Maths periods at the end of term. You 
can do this by completing all the revision worksheets that you 
have been doing while at Lane Park and also any pages in your 
Fast Track workbook related to measurement (use the index at 
the front of the workbook). 

 
 
Work booklets already photocopied and 
handed out at Lane Park. 
 
Fast Track 2 workbook. 

Science 1.Choose a current event from the following: Measles outbreak 
in NZ or Climate Change or Amazon Fires 
2. Come up with 10 questions you have related to that topic. 
Your questions must be “What…”, “How…”, “Why…”, 
“Where…”, “When…” questions. E.g. How far have the amazon 
fires spread? 
3. Find the answers to your questions, write them down and 
bring them on Monday. 

Use the internet (or other sources) to 
search the current event. This will take 
you to Youtube, Stuff, NZ Herald etc. 

 



ALL OTHER AKO CLASSES 

Subject Learning Resources 

English 1) Check your English Google Classroom for information from 
your English teacher. They will communicate with you here. 
2) Decide/ finalise your speech topic. Plan using template 
provided at Lane Park (you can still plan the speech if you don’t 
have a template). Research your topic if necessary. Begin 
writing your speech. Include techniques from activities at Lane 
Park and what you have seen on the exemplars. Please share a 
Google Doc of your speech with your teacher. Your speech 
needs to be 3 minutes long or 6 minutes in a pair.  
2) Work on any reading responses that you need to complete 
including reading a novel if you need to. 
Your English teacher will have told you which ones you need to 
complete. If required- teachers will share articles with you to use 
for the responses.  

Google classroom. 
Resources from Lane Park. 

Social Studies Prepare for your assessment next week by practising a concept 
map.  

Concept map practice instructions 
attached as a separate document. 
 

Maths Revision for your measurement test next week. You can do this 
by finishing all the worksheets and booklets that you have been 
answering while at Lane Park. You could also answer any 
relevant pages in your Beta workbook in the measurement 
section. 

Work booklets already photocopied and 
handed out at Lane Park. 
 
Beta Maths workbook. 
 
10SW check Google Classroom 

Science 1.Choose a current event from the following: Measles outbreak 
in NZ or Climate Change or Amazon Fires 

Use the internet (or other sources) to 
search the current event. This will take 



2. Come up with 10 questions you have related to that topic. 
Your questions must be “What…”, “How…”, “Why…”, 
“Where…”, “When…” questions. E.g. How far have the amazon 
fires spread? 
3. Find the answers to your questions, write them down and 
bring them on Monday. 

you to Youtube, Stuff, NZ Herald etc. 

 


